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DEPARTMENTAL EFFECTS ON SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTIVITY*
PAUL D. ALLISON

University
of Pennsylvania

J. ScoTr LONG
IndianaUniversity

Productivescientiststend to hold jobs at prestigiousuniversitydepartments,but it is
unclearwhetherthis is because good departmentshire the best scientists or because
good departmentsencourageandfacilitate researchproductivity.To resolvethis issue,
we studiedtheantecedentsand consequencesof 179job changesby chemists,biologists,
physicists,and mathematicians.Those who were upwardlymobile showed substantial
increasesin their rate of publicationand in the rate of citationto those publications,
whilethosewho were downwardlymobileshowedsubstantialdecreasesin productivity.
Earlieranalysesof thesejob changesfound only a small effectof priorproductivityon
destinationprestige. These results suggest that the effect of departmentaffiliationon
productivityis moreimportantthanthe effectof productivityon departmentalaffiliation.
Scientists at prestigious university departments tendto have higherratesof publication and higherrates of citation to those publications than scientists at lower-rankeddepartments (Cole and Cole 1973; Hagstrom 1968).
How this correlationis producedis a matterof
some disagreement,however. Previous work
in the sociology of science has generally assumed thatthe associationbetween productivity and departmentalprestige occurs because
better departmentsare more successful at recruitingandretainingproductivefaculty members. This explanation is consistent with the
hypothesis that positions in science are allocated according to the norm of universalism,
which requiresthat scientific rewards be distributedon the basis of merit ratherthan functionallyirrelevantcharacteristics(Merton1973,
p. 272). To the extentthatappointmentsto prestigious departmentsare rewarding,they ought
to be allocated largely on the basis of past or
anticipatedproductivity.
A somewhatless popularexplanationis that
better departmentsare able to encourage and
facilitate the productivity of their members
(Crane 1965; Long 1978). This could happen
in threemajorways:
* This researchwas supportedin partby grants
from the NationalScience Foundation(SES7811406,SES85-10570).Forhelpfulsuggestions,we
are indebtedto MaryFrankFox, LowellHargens
and RachelRosenfeld.We also thankWarren0.
Hagstromfor the use of his data.This paperwas
presentedat the annualmeetingof the American
SociologicalAssociation,
Washington,
D.C.,August
1990.

1.Facilities. Many studieshave foundhigh correlations, at the departmentalor university
level, between institutionalprestigeand such
factorsas laboratoryfacilities,computerhardware,libraryholdings, graduatestudentability, andtime availablefor research(Hagstrom
1971;Cartter1966;Clark,Hartnett,andBaird
1976).
2. Intellectualstimulation.Scientistsdependon
otherscientistsfor suggestionsandconstructive criticism. Close contact with other outstanding scientists may provide ideas that
stimulatea scientist's own productivity.
3. Motivation. Departmentsvary considerably
in the allocationof rewardsandpunishments
for productivityor lack of productivity(Reskin 1977).Prestigiousdepartmentsmay have
more rigorous publicationrequirementsfor
advances in rankand salary.Equally important may be the desire to maintaininformal
esteem among highly productivecolleagues
(Zuckerman1967).
We shall refer to these two general types of
explanationas the selection hypothesisand the
departmental effects hypothesis. They are
clearly not incompatibleand, indeed, the idea
of cumulativeadvantageemphasizes theirmutually reinforcingeffects (Cole and Cole 1973;
Allison and Stewart 1974; Allison, Long and
Krauze 1982). Yet there is a need to assess
theirrelative importance.If the correlationbetween productivityand prestige is largely the
result of departmentaleffects, then a reassessment of universalismin science may be called
for. An intensive study of the specific charac-
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teristicsof departmentsthataffect productivity
would also be indicated.On the other hand, if
selection is the majorfactor,efforts to increase
scientific productivityby upgradingfacilities
may be less successful than anticipated.
Unfortunately,whatdistinguishesthese rival
hypothesesis simply the directionof the causal
relationshipbetween productivityand departmentalprestige,andwithnonexperimentaldata,
questions of causal ordering are notoriously
difficult to resolve. Most studies on this topic
have been cross-sectional and therefore shed
no light on the causal ordering.The longitudinal studies of Long, McGinnis and Allison,
however,suggest thatthe predominanteffect is
that of departmentalprestige on productivity.
For a sample of biochemists who received degrees in the late 1950s and early 1960s, they
showed thatpriorproductivityhad virtuallyno
effect on where these scientists took their first
or subsequentpositions, whetherthey received
postdoctoralfellowships, or where they took
postdoctoralwork (Long 1978; Long, Allison,
andMcGinnis 1979;Long andMcGinnis 1981;
McGinnis, Allison, and Long 1982). On the
otherhand, these same studies showed that the
prestigeand sector of a scientist'sjob substantially affected laterproductivity.
Despite advances in design over previous
studies,the researchof Long andhis colleagues
was limited in two importantrespects. First,
they studiedonly biochemists,leaving open the
question of whether the results generalize to
otherfields. Second, the bulk of their data was
for scientists'firstjobs, when they hadhadonly
a short time to establish a publicationrecord.
The analysisof second andlaterjobs was based
on a sample of only 47 cases.
In a more recent longitudinalstudy, Allison
andLong (1987) examinedthe determinantsof
destination prestige for 274 university job
changesin fourdisciplines:physics, chemistry,
mathematics, and biology. They found that
numberof priorpublicationshad a modest and
marginallysignificanteffect on prestige of the
destinationjob, controlling for the prestige of
the originjob and severalothervariables.There
was virtually no effect of numberof citations
on destination prestige. In the present study,
we use the same data on job changes to examine the effect of prestige mobility on subsequentproductivity.

AMERICANSOCIOLOGICALREVIEW
DATA
The Sample
Our sample consists of 179 job changes' by
scientists from one academic institution to
anotherbetween 1961 and 1975. This sample
originated in a survey of academic scientists
conductedby Hagstrom(1974). He constructed
a probabilitysample of 2,248 scientists in four
disciplines who held facultypositionsin graduate universitydepartmentsin the U.S. in 1965.
For all the scientistsin this sample,we searched
throughseveral editions of AmericanMen and
Womenof Science (CattelPress, variousyears)
for informationabout their educational backgroundand subsequentcareerhistories. Using
the career history data, we selected all job
changes meeting the following criteria:
1. Both origin and destinationjobs were in university departmentsratedfor faculty quality
by Roose and Andersen(1970).
2. The move occurredbetween 1961 and 1975,
inclusive.

3. The durationof both the origin and destinationjobs was at least fouryears.This allowed
sufficient time for departmentaleffects to
operate.
4. Academic rank in the origin job was assistantprofessoror higher.
Prestige of Department
To measure prestige of both the origin and
destinationdepartmentswe used the ratingsof
facultyqualityobtainedby Roose andAndersen
(1970). Althoughthese were publishedonly as
rankings, we obtained the unpublishedthreedigit mean scores for the departmentsin the
study. These are properlyregardedas prestige
measures since they were obtainedby surveying many faculty members in each discipline
and asking them to rate the overall quality of
the faculty in each graduatedepartmenton a
five-point scale. We use the mean score multiplied by 100 to obtaina scale rangingfrom 0 to
500.
'This is smaller than the sample used in Allison
and Long (1987) because approximately100 of the
destinationjobs in that study were to colleges not
rated in Roose and Andersen (1970). Of the 179
changes, 167 were made by single-move scientists
with the remaining 12 coming from six scientists
with two moves.
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Table 1. Percent Distributionsfor Selected Characteris- Table 2. MeansandStandardDeviationsforSelectedChartics of 179 Job Changes, 1961-75
acteristicsof 179 Job Changes, 1961-75
Characteristic

Characteristic
Ph.D. prestige

354.0

102.0

17
26
27
30

Origin prestige

304.0

88.0

Destinationprestige

280.0

84.0

Field

Physics
Chemistry
Math
Biology
Origin r-ank
Assistantprofessor
Associate professor
Full professor
Destination Rank
Assistantprofessor
Associate professor
Full professor

36
27
37

Originpublications

12.3

12.0

Destinationpublications

11.9

13.0

Citations,t = -3

2.7a

Citations,t = 0

4. la

Citations,t = 2

4.la

Citations,t = 5
16
35
49

The prestige of the departmentsfrom which
scientists received their doctorates was measuredby the ratingsin Cartter(1966). These are
quite similar to the Roose and Andersen ratings, except that they were made five years
earlier. Again, we obtained the complete, unpublished three-digit scores for all rated universities.
BibliographicMeasures
For each of the 179 job changes, we collected
complete bibliographicdata for all journal articles publishedby each scientistduringthe five
years priorto the move and the five years after
the move. These were obtainedfrom the appropriateabstractingsourcefor each discipline.For
each article, we countedthe numberof times it
was cited in the Science Citation Index (Institute for Scientific Information,various years),
hereafterSCI.We use citationcountsmadethree
yearspriorto the move, in the yearof the move,
two years after, and five years after. For each
of these years and for each scientist, we constructedcounts of citations to all articles published in the precedingthree-yearinterval.
By counting citations to articles ratherthan
to scientists,we avoidedtwo problemsthathave
plaguedmost citationcounts (Long, McGinnis,
and Allison 1980). First, citations appearing
undera given scientist's name in SCI are only
to articles on which that scientist was first author.Ourprocedure,by contrast,yields citation
counts to all articles regardless of authorship

Mean

S.D.

Percent

3.5a
1966.2

3.2

Careerage

11.4

7.0

Age

38.7

6.9

Year of move

aGeometricmeansarereportedfor citations. These were
obtainedby adding.5 to all scores,calculatingthe geometric
mean, and subtracting.5 from the result. Standarddeviations are not meaningfulfor geometric means.

position. Second, since SCI only identifies scientists by their first two initials, there is often
confusion between differentscientists with the
same surnameandinitials.The problemis much
less severe in locating articles in abstracting
sources, since complete names (andoften institutionalaffiliations)arelisted, andbecauseonly
a single discipline is involved. Once the correct
articles are located, there is no longer a homonym problemwhen consulting SCI.
Other Variables
The careerhistorydataalso includeseveralother
variablesthat appearin some of our regression
models as controls:the calendaryear in which
the move occurred,academicrankin the origin
anddestinationjobs (coded as two dummyvariables, one for associate and one for full professor), career age (year of the move minus year
that the doctorate was awarded), and field
(coded as a set of three dummy variables).
ANALYSIS
Ouraim is to determinewhetherchanges in the
prestige of the employing departmentresult in
changes in the rates of publicationand rates of
citation to those publications. Tables 1 and 2
give descriptive statistics for the 179 job
changes.Thereis a decline of 24 pointsin mean
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Table 3. Mean Numberof Publicationsand Citations,Before and After a Job Change,By Level of Mobility
Mean Publications
Before
After

Mobility

N

Up > 50
Up < 50
Down< 100

43
30
64

12.3
8.4
14.1

15.4
8.0
13.2

Down> 100

40

12.1

9.4

% Change
+25
-5
-7
-22

Mean Citationsa
Before
After
4.7
2.1
4.3

6.5
2.7
3.6

5.3

2.3

% Change
+38
+29
-16
-57

aGeometricmeans are reportedfor citations.These were obtainedby adding .5 to all scores, calculatingthe geometric
mean, and subtracting.5 from the result.

prestigefrom origin departmentto destination
department.Thereis also a slight decline in the
mean five-year publicationcount from 12.3 to
11.9.
Table 3 gives the centralresultsof our analyses. We divided the sample into four groups
accordingto the magnitudeanddirectionof the
prestigechange:upwardmobility of more than
50 points, upward mobility of less than 50
points, downward mobility of less than 100
points, downwardmobility of more than 100
points. A more extreme cutpoint was chosen
for the downwardlymobile because therewere
many more large downwardmoves.
Foreach mobilitygroup,we calculatedmean
counts of publicationsand citationsbefore the
move and after the move.2 The publication
counts were five-year cumulations ending in
the year of the move (the "before"measure)
and in the fifth year afterthe move (the "after"
measure).The citationmeasureswere taken in
the year of the move and five years later. Both
citation measures were counts of citations to
articles published in the immediately preceding three-yearinterval.Forbothoutcomemeasures, there were dramaticdifferences between
the upwardlyand downwardlymobile. Scientists who moved up more than 50 points on the
prestige scale increased their publicationrate
by 25 percentand theircitationrateby 38 percent. Those who moved down more than 100
points experienced, on average, a 22 percent
decline in publicationsanda 57 percentdecline
in citations.

To get a betterpictureof the long-termtrend,
we collapsedthe mobilitygroupsinto upwardly
and downwardly mobile, disaggregated the
publicationcounts into annualcounts, and includedadditionalcitationcountsfor threeyears
before and two years after the move. Figure 1
shows the meannumberof publicationsfor each
of the tenyearssurroundingthe move, displayed
separately for 76 downward moves, and 55
upwardmoves.3
For downwardmoves, the rateof publication
is noticeablylower afterthe move. For upward
moves, the rate of publicationincreases steadily afterthe move, from aroundtwo papersper
year to nearly three papersper year. Thus, the
downwardlymobilegrouppublishedaboutonehalf paper per year more than the upwardly
mobile at the beginningof the series, but about
one-half paper less at the end of the series.
Figure 2 presentsthe same graphbut restricted
*tothose scientistswhose moves resultedin more
extremeprestige changes (more than50 points
up or down). As might be expected, the postmove differentialin productivityis greatly increased.
Figure 3 presents similar results for citation
counts. Here only four time points are available. Before the move, both the upwardly
mobile and the downwardlymobile exhibit a
sharpupwardtrendin citationsper year.4After
the move, the citation rate for the downwardly
mobile declines dramatically,so that they end
up a little lower than where they startedout.
For the upwardlymobile, there is a continuing
increase after the move, so that the final cita2 Arithmeticmeans were calculated for publication rate is more than double the initial rate.

tions. Geometricmeans are used for citation counts
because the extreme skewness of the distribution
gives high scores inordinateinfluence on the arithmetic mean. Since geometric means cannot be calculatedwhen some scores are zero, we first added.5
to all scores, calculatedthe gemeometricmean, and
then subtracted.5 from the result.

3Job changes were excluded if datawere missing
for any of the ten years.
I This steep rise for both groups may be due, in
part, to a rapid increase in the numberof journals
included in the Science Citation Index during the
early 1960s.
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Figure 1. Publicationsby Years FromJob Change

Whenthe sampleis restrictedto moves of more
than 50 points up or down, the graph (not
shown) is virtuallyidentical.
In all threefigures,the upwardlymobilegroup
starts out with lower productivity than the
downwardly mobile group, a somewhat surprisingpattern.This is becausethe downwardly
mobile scientistsstartedout at departmentswith
higher prestige than the upwardlymobile scientists and, as we already know, prestige is
correlated with productivity.The mean prestige of the origindepartmentfor the downwardly
mobile scientists is 352, as comparedwith 263
for the upwardly mobile. This is almost certainly a ceiling/floor effect: scientists near the
top of the prestige hierarchyhave nowhere to
go but down, while scientists near the bottom
have many opportunitiesto move up. The outcome of theirmobility is a neat reversalin relative position: upwardlymobile scientists have
a mean destinationprestige of 304, compared
to 235 for the downwardlymobile. As the figures show, the prestigereversal is followed by
a reversalin productivitymeasuresby the fifth
year afterthe job change.
These results are clearly consistent with the
hypothesis that changes in the prestige of the
job resultin changes in publicationand citation
rates.But therearealternativeexplanationsand
unansweredquestionsthatmust be considered:
Are these changes statistically significant or

could they have occurredby chance?Are there
other variables that might account for all or
part of the difference between the upwardly
mobile and downwardly mobile? Are the
changes in citation rate entirely a consequence
of changes in the publicationrate, or are there
additionaleffects? Does the magnitudeof the
effect of mobility on productivityvary by academic rankor discipline?
A Modelfor ProductivityData
To answer these questions in a rigorous fashion, we first formulatea statisticalmodel of the
productivityprocess. Our model is an extension of models considered by Allison (1990)
for the analysis of data with measurementsat
two points in time. Let Yitbe the number of
publications(or citations)for personi at time t,
where t = 1 or 2. Following Allison (1980), we
assume this variablehas a Poisson distribution
with an expected value of

kit

The Poisson dis-

tributionis particularlyappropriatewhere the
data are counts of "events"occurringin some
intervalof time. We also assume that the variables Yi1 and Yj2are independent,conditional
on the values of kiXand Xi2 In a sense, kiAand
k.2 can be regardedas latent variables which
mediate the effects of any other variables on
Yi1and Y,2. Next, we must specify how kiAand
Ai2 depend on those other variables. Since ki1
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cannotbe less thanzero, we chose a log-linear Yi2 has a binomialdistributionwith parameters
specification:
Ni = Yi + Yi2 and pi = xi2/(Xii + Xi2). It follows
that the logit of pi is given by the right hand
side of equation 2. Consequently, equation 2
+3Z~
1
logloXit BOt 8 I Slit+B I W
3 83i(l
2ti
can be estimatedby a logit regressionprogram
for groupedbinomialdata.
where t= 1,2
There are two advantagesof this technique
Equation1 has threekindsof independentvari- over more conventional methods. First, it is
ables:Xitis a vector of variablesthatchange in tailor-madefor the specific distributionalfeavalue from time 1 to time 2 but whose effects tures of the dependentvariable - it does not
are the same at each time. Prestige of the de- assume a continuous distribution or impose
partmentand academic rank are included in linearity. Second, and more important,it conthis set of variables.W. is a vector of variables trols for all stable, unmeasuredvariables,prowith constant values over time but whose ef- vided that their effects are constantover time.
fects are different at times 1 and 2. All other Thus, we needn't worry about whether these
measuredvariables are potentially in this set. scientists had different ability levels or came
Finally,Zi is a vectorof variableswith constant from differentethnic backgrounds.
values and constant effects. This vector may
include any unmeasuredbut stable characterisResultsfor Publications
tics of the scientists.
Next, we take the difference between the We appliedthis methodto the publicationdata,
= the numberof articles published in
equationsfor time 1 and time 2:
with YU1
the five years prior to the move and Y2 = the
numberof articlespublishedin the subsequent
log
(802 - P.O0I)+ (X i2- Xil)+
five years.Independentvariablesarethoselisted
in Tables 1 and 2, with sets of dummyvariables
(B22 - 8 21 )WN
(2) used for rankand field. Departmentalprestige
This eliminates Z from the equation.Equation was enteredas the destinationscore minus the
2 can be estimatedvery simply by the method origin score. For each academic rank (profesof conditionalmaximumlikelihood.If we con- sor and associate professor), we took the difdition on the sum of Y,1and Yi2, we find that ference between the dummy variablesfor ori-

[i]
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Figure 3. Citationsby Years FromJob Change

gin and destination.
Using a conventional logit program (SAS
CATMOD),the XIgoodness-of-fitstatisticwas
more than double the degrees of freedom (p <
.0001), suggesting that something was wrong
with the model. While this has theoreticalimplicationsthatwill be discussed later,the practical implication was that the standarderrors
were grossly underestimated.To correctfor this
problem, we reestimated the model using a
modified logit programthat assumes the data
have a beta-binomial rather than a binomial
distribution(Allison 1987). (This problemwas
more seriousfor the analysis of citationswhere
the x2 was typically more than six times the
degrees of freedom. The same correctionprocedurewas applied).
Manydifferentmodels were estimated,but it
is unnecessaryto reportthe detailed numerical
resultshere. The only variablethatapproached
statisticalsignificanceatthe .05 level (two-tailed
test) was the difference between origin and
destinationprestige. When that was the only
variablein the model, its coefficient was .0013
with a t-statisticof 2.53. When the other variables were enteredin the model, the coefficient
decreasedto .00 12 with a t-statisticof 2.38. To
get an idea of what this coefficient means, we
calculatedthe effect of a 10-point increase in
prestige as 100(e-012 1) = 1.2 percent. This
means that each 10-pointincrease on the pres-

tige scale should yield a 1.2 percentincreasein
number of publications per year. Similarly, a
100-point decrease in prestige would bring an
expected 13 percentdecreasein publicationrate.
(The decrease is not 12 percentbecause of the
nonlinearityof the relationship).
Whatshouldwe make of the fact thatnone of
the other variableshad significanteffects? For
the variablesthat were constantover time, the
absence of significant coefficients does not
mean that they do not affect publicationrates,
only thattheireffects on publicationswere also
constantover time. Put anotherway, they were
Z-variables in equation 1 ratherthan W-variables. For the othertime-varyingvariable,academic rank, the null result suggests that rank
has no effect on productivity.In some of the
models, we includedorigin prestigealong with
the prestigedifference,but its effect was virtually zero, corroboratingourassumptionthatthe
effect of prestige on publication rates is the
same for origin and destinationdepartments.
We also fit models to test for the (log) linearity of the effect of prestige, but there was no
evidence of any departurefrom the functional
form in equation2. Finally, we estimatedmodels to test for interactionsbetween prestige and
academic field, prestige and career age, and
prestige and academic rank.None of the interactions approachedstatisticalsignificance.
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Resultsfor Citations

DISCUSSION

We repeatedthis process with citation counts
as the dependentvariable.In this case, Yi1was
the numberof citationsreceived in the year of
the move to articles published in the previous
three years. Y 2 was the number of citations
received in the fifth year after the move to articles publishedin the previousthreeyears.The
results are similar to those for article counts.
The only variablewith a significantcoefficient
was the prestige difference. When it was the
only variablein the model, its coefficient was
.0040 with a t-statistic of 4.07. Including the
othervariables,the coefficient was .0038 with
a t-statisticof 3.61. Using the exponentialtransformation described above, this coefficient
translatesto about a 4 percent increase in citations for each 10-pointgain in prestige;or a 46
percent decrease for a 100-point loss in prestige. We found no evidence of nonlinearity,
interactionswith other variables, or change in
the effect of prestigefrom originto destination.
We also replicatedthe analysis with Yi2 equal
to the numberof citations in the second year
after the move, ratherthan the fifth year. The
results were virtuallyidentical, except that the
effect of prestigechangewas somewhatweaker,
with a coefficient of .0027 and a t-statistic of
3.55.
To receive citations, a scientist must first
publish articles. Perhapsthe effect of prestige
on citationsis merely a consequence of the effect of prestige on the numberof publications.
To test this hypothesis, we estimated a model
for citations with two independentvariables:
the difference in prestige, and the difference
between the (logged) number of publications
in the five years before and five years afterthe
move.5 The differencein publicationshada very
strongeffect with a t-statisticof 7.12. Its coefficient of 1.11 is very near the 1.00 that would
obtain if the numberof citations were directly
proportionalto the numberof publications.The
coefficient for prestige declined from .0040 to
.0027, but was still highly significant with a tstatisticof 3.05. We conclude thatthe effect of
prestige on the numberof citationsis only partially explained by its effect on the numberof
publications.The residualeffect of prestige on
citations is still greaterthanits effect on publications.

When academic scientists change institutions,
those who move up in departmentalprestige
tend to show an increasein both the numberof
publicationsand the numberof citations;those
who move down suffercorrespondingdecreases
in productivity. The effects are substantial,
especiallyfor citations,andapproximately(log)
linear.Thereis little evidence of differencesby
disciplinein the effect of prestige,althoughthat
may be a consequence of the relatively small
sample size. The effect of prestige on citations
is a consequence of both a change in the number of publicationsand a change in the number
of citationsper publication.Academicrankhas
no detectableeffect on these productivitymeasures.
Can we conclude that prestige causes productivity?To answerthat, we need to consider
the meritsof some alternativeexplanations.At
first glance, we can reject the claim that the
direction of causality is the reverse, that productivity changes cause the prestige changes.
Changes in the productivitymeasures clearly
occur afterprestigechanges. But thereis a way
to salvage this explanation:Perhapsprestigious
departmentssearch out and recruit scientists
who are on an upward productivitytrend; or
perhapsscientists who are on an upwardproductivitytrendinvest special efforts in improving theiremploymentsituation.These areplausible hypotheses, althoughanyone who has sat
on a departmentalhiring committee might be
skeptical of recruiters' ability to detect and
exploit such productivitytrends.Moreover,the
patterns in Figures 1 - 3 do not offer much
supportfor these hypotheses.For citations,the
pre-move trend is virtually identical for the
upwardlyand downwardlymobile. For publications,it appearsthatthereis a slight tendency
for the upwardlymobile scientists to have an
upwardtrendin publicationsbefore the move,
together with a slight downwardtrend in premove publications among the downwardly
mobile scientists. These differences are not
statisticallysignificant,however.6
A second alternativeexplanationis thatsome
omitted variable associated with the prestige
changes also affects productivity.The poor fits
obtained with conventional logit estimation
strongly suggest that importantvariables were

I Since the logarithmof zero is undefined,a constantof .5 was addedto all publicationcounts before
takingthe logarithm.

6 Hotelling's T2was used to test the null hypothesis thatthe two lines are parallel(Morrison1976, p.
155).
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omitted from the model. What might those
variablesbe? The model itself controls for all
variables that are stable over the study period
and whose effects are stable. That leaves variables whose values or effects change with the
move. Clearly, many things change when a
scientistmoves from one universityto another,
but we have included only two such variables,
departmentalprestigeandacademicrank.Many
of these variables- such as quality of laboratory facilities or productivity of one's colleagues - are associated with departmental
prestige, which is entirely consistent with our
hypothesis. We regard prestige as merely a
proxy for these more proximateconditionsin a
scientist's working environment.It is difficult
to imagine variables that are associated with
prestigebut do not fall within our categoriesof
facilities, intellectualstimulation,and motivation.7
Thus, while the poor fit of our models suggests thatwe have not done a good job of measuringand incorporatingfactors that affect productivity, our basic hypothesis, that academic
context influences productivity,is not necessarily discredited.We hope our confirmation
of thathypothesiswill stimulateothersto tease
out the specific factorsthat are most important
(e.g., see Fox, forthcoming).
In an effortto see whatit is aboutprestigious
departmentsthataffects productivity,we take a
closer look at interactionswith academicfield.
Three of the four fields studied - physics,
chemistry,and biology - are heavily dependent on laboratoryfacilities, and we might expect departmentalvariation in these facilities
to have a major impact on productivity. For
mathematicians,on the other hand, the major
departmental factors affecting productivity
ought to be intellectual stimulationand motivation. If prestigemobility has weak or nonexistent effects for mathematicians but strong
effects for the other fields, it would suggest
that facilities are the most importantdepartmental characteristicaffecting productivity.
As alreadymentioned,therewere no significant interactionsof mobility with field in either
the publicationor citation models. It is worth
I

An anonymous referee suggests that getting a
job at a prestigiousinstitutionis likely to be intrinsically rewarding,and thatthe consequent"reinforcement" may spur a scientist to greaterproductivity.
Such a motivationaleffect would operateindependently of the actualworkingconditionsat the destination department.
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examining the coefficients, however, since the
absence of statistical significance may simply
reflect the modest sample size. Decomposing
the effect of prestige mobility on publications
by field, we get math .0003, physics and chemistry both .0013, and biology .0021. The pictureis similarfor citations:mathematics.0027,
biology .0035, physics .0041, and chemistry
.0042. These results are consistent with the
hypothesis that facilities make the difference.
Nevertheless,anotherresultsuggests theremay
be othereffects as well. When we decomposed
the effect of mobility on citations, controlling
for numberof publications, the patternis very
different: mathematics .0040, physics .0040,
chemistry.0024, and biology .0008. It appears
that mathematiciansexperience the strongest
effect of prestige mobility on citations per
paper. These results suggest that facilities affect the number of publications while other
factors(motivationandintellectualstimulation)
have greaterimpact on the "quality"(as measuredby citations)of the workpublished.In any
case, this interpretationmust remain highly
tentativein view of the lack of directmeasures
of these factors and the absence of statistically
reliable field differences.
The effect of mobility on citations raises
anotherimportantquestionthatthis papercannot adequatelyanswer. Departmentalprestige
appearsto affect both the numberof publications and the numberof citations per publication. Is the effect on citationsdue to an increase
in the "importance"of the workitself or merely
a consequence of the greatervisibility enjoyed
by scientists at prestigious universities (Cole
and Cole 1973)? This question is difficult to
answer because we have no measures of importancethatareindependentof citationcounts.
On the other hand, articles published before a
scientist changes institutionsdo not change in
their intrinsic merit, but could experience a
change in citation rate. If early articles of upwardlymobile scientistsreceive more citations
aftera move, we might ascribethis to increased
visibility. However, we find no evidence for
such an effect. When we estimated models in
which counts of citationsto recentpublications
were subtractedfrom counts of citations to all
earlier publications, prestige mobility had no
effect. Again, however, we caution against
making too much of these results. There could
still be majoreffects of visibility on citationsto
articlespublishedafter a move.
The results reportedhere and in Allison and
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Long (1987) tendto corroboratethe earlierfindings of Long and his colleagues. Where scientists work makes a big difference in how much
they publish and how frequentlytheir work is
cited. On the otherhand,scientists' priorpublication and citation records have, at most, a
marginalinfluence on the prestige of jobs they
obtain.
D. ALLISONis Professor of Sociology at the
University of Pennsylvania. He is currently
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